
	  

	  

 
SET UP INSTRUCTIONS 
3406 FROGS ON GARDEN STUMP FOUNTAIN 
 
Pump Kit P130J will include. 

1 - 40160 (160 gallon per hour pump)  1 - 3/8" plastic tee 
1 - 12" long piece of 3/8" clear tubing  2 - 3/8" plastic ell 
1 -  5" long piece of 1/2" clear tubing  1 - hose clamp    
 

 
1.  Find piece of 3/8" clear tubing that is 12" long and cut two pieces of this tubing 2 1/2" long, two pieces 2" long and one 
piece 1" long. 
 
2.  Find the 3/8" plastic tee and two 3/8" plastic ell.  On the middle connection of 3/8" plastic tee slip on the piece of 3/8" 
clear tubing 1" long.  On the two end connections of the 3/8" plastic tee slip on the two pieces of 3/8" clear tubing 2" long 
and then insert a 3/8" plastic ell on each side.  Then slip on a piece of 3/8" clear tubing 2 1/2" long on each 3/8" plastic ell. 
 
3.  Find piece of 1/2" clear tubing that is 5" long and slip onto the middle connection of the 3/8" plastic tee that has the 
piece of 3/8" clear tubing 1" long on it.  Remember, push all tubing on as far as it will go.  When tubing kit is assembled it 
will resemble a football goal post. 
 
4.  On a firm and level area place shell #3044S. 
 
5.  On a padded surface, place statue #2322 Frogs on Garden Stump on its back, exposing the bottom.  There you will 
see two copper pipes.  Clean any excess concrete and or tape from these two copper pipes. 
 
6.  Find the pump and hose clamp.  Attach the pump to the piece of 1/2" clear tubing 5" long on the pump kit.  Do not use 
the hose clamp at this time.  Attach the pump and tubing kit to the two copper pipes located on the bottom of statue 
#2322 Frogs on Garden Stump. 
 
7.  Measure the length of the pump and tubing kit from the bottom of the statue to the bottom of the pump.  Measure the 
depth of the pump house which is located in the shell.  Measure from the bottom of the pump house to the top surface 
where the statue will sit.  Subtract the two numbers.  The difference will be the amount of tubing that you will cut off of the 
1/2" clear tubing attached to the pump.  Pull pump off tubing kit and cut that amount off of the 1/2" clear tubing.  Reattach 
pump with hose clamp to tubing kit. 
 
8.  Adjust flow control dial on front of pump to about one third open position.  Lift statue also holding the pump and place 
on the pump house in shell.  Run the pump power cord out groove at the back of shell.  Adjust position of statue so that 
the water will flow into shell. 
 
9.  Fill shell with water and plug pump into 110VAC GFCI protected outlet.  Adjust water flow using flow control dial 
located on front of the pump until the desired result is achieved. 
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